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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a system of smart home for home security. Many previous papers on smart home try
to address this issue, but most of the published systems rely on various sensors. With the development
of video technology, video based smart home becomes more attractive, but there are few literatures
discussing a complete system including system architecture, feature extraction, event modeling, decision
making and final information retrieval. Motivated by this challenge, we propose a novel systematical
video analysis architecture, providing rich source of information about the home environment. The
proposed ISEE Smart Home (ISH) is capable of analyzing various abnormal behaviors, providing realtime
alarm generation, flexible video retrieval and video synopsis. The contributions can be summarized as
follows: (1) we propose and build a complete smart home system based on the intelligent video analysis
for home security. (2) We propose a novel foreground segmentation method based on the history
pattern, which is very suitable for indoor scene analysis. (3) An exact cutting based Region of Interest
(ROI) generation and scene structure modeling method is proposed for fast human detection. (4) A
concurrence relation graph of visual words is developed for reliable behavior analysis. The experimental
results indicate that the ISH can provide the reliable assistance for better life.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Global aging – the global population over the age of 60 – is
a highly foreseeable long-term trend [1]. The global population
will be dominated by the elderly in as little as 50 years [2]. As for
China and Japan, this situation is more harsh due to their rather
low birth rate. The elderly and the children are often left alone at
home during day time. Some old people also prefer to live
independently in their own house. Living independently becomes
a critical issue not only for the elderly or the children but also for
people with chronic conditions or disabilities [3]. This poses the
risk of security and safety problems and leads to an increase in the
demand of smart home.

“Smart home” refers to a house equipped with technology
that facilitates monitoring the environment and even increases
the quality of life [3]. In more general, smart home involves the
concept of improving energy efficiency but it goes out of
the scope of this paper. This paper mainly focuses on video based
home security surveillance such as resident care and illegal
intrusion. Image sensor provides rich source of information about
the home environment with the advantage of a non-contact
sensor that is convenient for both living and installation. Hence,
video surveillance becomes a practical solution for smart home.

In this paper we describe a video analysis based ISEE Smart Home
(ISH) system including the system architecture and its basic
functions, algorithms and database.

Regarding home security, the ISH mainly focuses on detecting
indoor abnormal behaviors. In the modern society, the old/sick
people and the children are usually left alone at home during day
time or some elders live independently. Therefore, these people
need special care. Motivated by the real demand, the proposed
system will lay its focus on old (sick) people and baby (child).
Through the vast investigation, the following behaviors stand out
for smart home:

1. Baby abnormal activity detection:
� Abuse or beat the baby.
� Baby picks up unidentified things.

2. Abnormal behavior detection of old (sick) people:
� (Elders) lost balance and fall to ground.
� No feedback when the elders try to require something.

3. Illegal intrusion:
� Somebody tries to enter the door by force (fighting).

4. Unattended house:
� (Housekeeper) opens the drawer and takes something out.
� (Housekeeper) picks up an object and takes it away.

Through the investigation, many householders employ a nur-
sing staff to take care of the old (sick) people and baby children.
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So they expect the smart home system can make response to the
activity of the nursing staff. With the smart home system, the
householders can easily know whether the elderly or the baby
(children) are well taken care or not. Without no offense, the
householders hope that the system can monitor the crucial
location or objects which cannot be touched or taken away by
other people. In this paper, we propose ISH to meet the critical
demands from the potential customers. It should be noted that it is
difficult to detect those objects especially when they are small, so
in our system, those objects (i.e., unidentified things that cannot
be touched by baby, drawer and some objects that cannot be
touched by the housekeeper) are manually defined by bounding
boxes when configuring the system.

The concept of “smart home” is not new, but this paper mainly
focuses on the complete solution of intelligent video analysis to
address the demands in practice. The key techniques include
background modeling, object detection, tracking, identification
and behavior analysis.

The main contribution of this paper is that we propose
and deploy a practical and novel real-time video analysis system
for smart home. To the best of our knowledge, little work has been
done on systematic video analysis for smart home.

In detail, the research contributions are as follows: (1) we
firstly extensively describe the system architecture and algorithm

pipeline of smart video analysis which is useful especially in
practice. (2) We propose a new foreground segmentation algo-
rithm based on the history pattern. This method is very suitable
for indoor scene. (3) An exact cutting based Region of Interest
(ROI) generation and scene structure modeling method is pro-
posed for fast human detection. (4) A robust behavior representa-
tion model by constructing the concurrence relationship graphs of
visual words is presented and shows impressive improvement
over previous methods in terms of both abnormal event detection
and action classification.

The system described in this paper includes two components:
(1) Smart Video Analytics Engine (SVAE) which provides the
frontend video analysis capabilities; (2) Event Video Database
Engine (EVDE) which provides data management and retrieval
capabilities. It not only facilitates realtime sensing the home
environment and generating the alerts, but also enables user
defined event retrieval. The framework of SVAE is extensible so
that new function can be easily plugged in. It should be mentioned
that a subsection of this paper has been published in [18]. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background
and the related work. Section 3 overviews the proposed system.
Section 4 details the SVAE. Section 5 presents the EVDE. Section 6
qualitatively analyzes the proposed system and Section 7 con-
cludes this paper.

Table 1
Smart home for home security related projects and systems.

Project Objects Sensor technology and monitored activities

BESTA [4], Norway, 1994 Persons with early
dementia

Sensor: unknown
Activity monitoring (e.g., out of bed for over 30 min, wandering outside of door)

The PROSAFE Project [5], Toulouse, France, 1997 Persons with Alzheimer Sensor: Infrared motion sensor
Activity monitoring (e.g., fall detection)

The AID HOUSE Project [6], UK, 1998 The elderly or disabled
tenants

Sensor: pressure pad, infra-red sensor, video
Activity monitoring (e.g., toilet flush, activation of a bedside pressure pad, activation of
Passive Infra-Red (PIR) detectors, activation of a Smoke/Heat detector)

The SmartBO Project [7], The Swedish Handicap
Institute, Sweden, 1998

The disabled and elderly
people

Sensor: switches, motion detectors, magnetic switches, pressure sensitive switches,
current sensing devices, water flow sensing devices
Activity monitoring (e.g, out of bed for a preset time)

Aware Home [8], Georgia Institute of Technology,
USA, 1999

The elderly and the
family

Sensor: Video, smart floor (force-sensitive load tiles), ultrasonic sensor, RF technology

Functions including Digital Family Portrait, memory aid technology such as finding lost
objects using RF technique

WTH-ECG, Japan, 2000 General population Sensor: electrodes
Daily physiological measurements during excretion, bathing, sleep, were automatically
and non-consciously carried out

The Safe Home Project [9], UK, 2000 Persons with dementia Sensor: pressure sensor
Activity monitoring (e.g., fall detection)

Smart Medical Home [10], Center for Future
Health, University of Rochester, USA, 2001

The elderly Sensor: biosensor, infrared sensor, video, microphone

Activity monitoring (e.g., gait and behavior, sleep)
Memory aid function, such as helping finding lost items

The Duke Smart Home Project [11], Duke
University, USA, since 2003

General population Sensor: various sensor platform (details unknown)

Activity monitoring (e.g., motion, sound, sleep)
PlaceLab [12], Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, USA, 2004
General population Sensor: ubiquitous sensor network including over 30 sensors

Activity monitoring (e.g., daily activity including walking, sitting, washing laundry, and
using computer)

Gator Tech Smart House [13], University of
Florida, USA, 2004

The elderly and disabled
people

Sensor: ultrasonic sensor, pressure sensor, video

Activity monitoring (e.g., sleep pattern, monitoring movement, fall detection)
Distributed Smart Home [14], Stanford

University, USA, 2006
The elderly Sensor: video, microphone, accelerator sensor

Activity monitoring (e.g., fall detection)
INit Smart Home [15], INit Intelligent Homes,

Northern Ireland, 2009
General population
especially for the elderly

Sensor: video, etc.

Activity monitoring (e.g., intrusion detection)
Savant Smart Home [16], Savant System, USA General population Sensor: video

Activity monitoring: unknown
Multimodal Smart Home [17], Palo Alto Research

Center, France, 2009
General population Sensor: video, microphone

Activity monitoring (e.g., standing, lying down, sitting)
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2. Related work

As discussed in Section 1, global aging is becoming a crucial
issue in modern society. More and more elders are left alone at
home during daytime or they live independently. Meanwhile, the
children are also usually left alone at home. Their quality of life
and safety becomes the major concern of other family members.
Particularly for the elders with diseases such as dementia, video
analysis based smart home can provide the assurance of their
safety and even improve the quality of life.

As technology advances, many smart home systems are devel-
oped to promote well-being and enable sensing home environ-
ment for people's safety and home security. In this section we first
review the safety and security oriented smart home technologies.
There are several other solutions such as [19] for general surveil-
lance application, but it is out of the scope of this paper.

2.1. Smart home systems for security

Smart home has been coming for almost 20 years. During the
past few decades, many prototypes are developed. Demiris et al.
[3] give an overall review of smart home applications. Different
kinds of sensors such as pressure sensor, motion sensor, contact
sensor are utilized and some systems are equipped with video
sensor. For clarity, we survey the related projects and systems in
Table 1.

As seen in Table 1, few systems before 2000 utilize camera as
their sensor source. Most of the systems rely on traditional sensors
such as pressure sensor and infrared sensor. In practice, these
sensors should be installed on places that need to be monitored.
Even some sensors need to be installed on the residents. Moreover,
it may require different sensors for different particular tasks.
Therefore, massive sensors are inconvenient and the installation
may be very troubled. While cameras can provide rich information
source for home environment. The reasons why camera was not
widely used before 2000 may be the following: (1) the computa-
tion power of computer was rather limited at that time and (2) the
video analysis algorithms were not as mature and popular as
today. As listed in Table 1, systems equipped with camera after
2000 are becoming more and more popular. However, these
systems provide few intelligent video analysis functions.

There are also some research on video analytics on smart home
such as human detection [20] and activity modeling [17,21,22]. To
the best of our knowledge, few literature gives the systematic
pipeline of smart video analysis for smart home. This paper tries to
address this gap and systematically proposes an intelligent video
analysis framework for smart home including adaptive foreground
segmentation, fast object detection, identification and activity
modeling. As mentioned above, video camera can provide rich
information source about home environment. Equipped with
intelligent algorithms, camera can provide reliable smart monitor-
ing of home including baby/adult abnormal activity, illegal intru-
sion and valuable properties. In this case, it does not require
deploying many different sensors everywhere any more.

2.2. Smart video analysis

We have discussed the advantage of smart video analysis for
smart home. Now we begin to review the related techniques for
video analysis. The key topics are meaningful foreground segmen-
tation, fast object detection, person identification, object tracking,
object tracking across multiple cameras and behavior analysis. In
this paper, our research contributions mainly focus on meaningful
foreground segmentation, fast object detection and behavior
analysis. Therefore, only the related work on these topics is
discussed in this section.

2.2.1. Foreground segmentation
Segmenting foreground from background is often used in smart

video surveillance. Typically, statistical background modeling
method can be categorized into parametric background models
and nonparametric background models. For parametric models,
one of the most popular methods is a mixture of Gaussian model
[23] which fits the distribution of image pixel value. Krumm et al.
[24] propose a linear prediction model with Wiener filter to
predict the pixel intensity. There are also several papers using
linear prediction model with Kalman filter [25]. To capture the
large variation of the pixel intensity, a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) has been developed in [26]. For dynamic scenes, an Auto
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model is proposed for this
purpose [27]. For nonparametric models, kernel density estimation
(KDE) [28] is widely applied especially in outdoor scenes. KDE
method can provide more flexible description of the underlying
distribution at each pixel. To model the pixel process, a biologically
inspired background model [29] in which a self-organizing neural
network is used for background subtraction.

2.2.2. People detection
The previous methods for people detection can be roughly

divided into rigid template model and part based model. The rigid
template model just considers the pedestrian as a whole. In [30],
Viola and Jones introduce cascade AdaBoost [31] for fast and
robust object detection. Dalal and Triggs [32] propose histogram
of oriented gradient (HOG) features for pedestrian detection. Zhu
et al. [33] then speed up HOG features by integral histograms [34].
In contrast to rigid template model, part based methods [35]
consider human as several parts such as head, leg and so on. All
these methods get good performance on some standard databases,
but the high computational complexity makes realtime detection
difficult. In this paper, we study the characteristics of surveillance
video for home environment and propose a realtime people
detection algorithm.

2.2.3. Behavior analysis
In the early work, some researchers propose using template

matching [36] and holistic features, e.g., body shape [37,38] and
silhouette [39], to classify human actions. These methods greatly
depend on the precision of tracking or human body extraction. But
object tracking and human body extraction are also very challen-
ging on realistic data. Thus, these kinds of methods cannot achieve
stable and satisfying results on realistic dataset. Instead of the
holistic feature based paradigm, many researchers turn to use local
space-time features to reduce the effects of background motion
errors and tracking errors. Typically, a set of STIPs [40] are firstly
detected by various detectors such as Harris3D detector [41] and
Cuboid detector [40]. Then, BoW model [42] is used to represent
an action sequence. To model the co-occurrence relationships
among words, a number of topic models, e.g., probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [43] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [44], have been introduced to action recognition. To capture
the temporal information more intuitively, tracking interest points
through video stream is straightforward. One of the representative
works is Wang et al.'s dense trajectories and motion boundary
histogram descriptor [45]. Besides the mid-level representation,
a new high-level semantic representation of video, named action
bank, has been developed by Sadanand and Corso [46]. Action
bank is composed of many individual action detectors sampled in
semantic space [46]. Aiming at the practical application, Ballan
et al. [47] propose a novel local descriptor based on gradient and
optical flow and an effective codebook for human action recogni-
tion in unconstrained videos.
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Recently, some other methods have been proposed to model
spatio-temporal relations among STIPs on larger scales. Savarese
et al. [48] propose the spatial-temporal correlograms to encode
the long range temporal information into the local motion fea-
tures. Kovashka and Grauman [49] try to use the context of
neighboring points to form a new more stable feature. Hu et al.
[50] utilize the volumetric context to calculate the local histogram
and use it as a new feature.

In this paper, we also propose to use context information of
local STIPs for action recognition. However, instead of forming new
spatio-temporal features, our goal is building more discriminative
feature representation by selecting the stable STIPs. Liu et al. [51]
proposes a related idea of selecting stable STIPs, but the difference
is that our work learns vocabulary separately and constructs the
concurrence relationship graph describing the stable relationship
of STIPs for each action category. In the experiment section, for the
purpose of smart home surveillance, we apply the proposed action
representation to abnormal event detection. Meanwhile, we use a
recognition approach for comparing with the other related meth-
ods on benchmark datasets.

3. System overview

We have mentioned that the system includes two components:
Smart Video Analytics Engine (SVAE) and Event Video Database
Engine (EVDE). Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture and
algorithm pipeline for smart video analysis. All the algorithms
are provided as DLL plug-ins. So the architecture can be modified
and extended flexibly. As seen from Fig. 1, we first need to choose
the operation mode. There are two operation modes: one is for the
case that there is no housekeeper or nursing person at home and
the other one is for the case that there is housekeeper or nursing
person at home. This kind of processing can reduce the computa-
tion burden. We should mention that a third-party face recogni-
tion algorithm is integrated to register each person at home in the
system. The system supports the following features: (1) real-time
alarm generation. The family members can receive the alarm
through short message (SMS) and email. It also enables people
to monitor the home remotely through Internet. (2) Smart video
analysis based retrieval. People usually would like to know what
has happened during daytime, such as how the pets live, how their
children behave, how old parents live and what kinds of abnormal
behaviors have happened. Thus video retrieval and video synopsis
will be necessary.

The related abnormal behaviors have been discussed in Section 1.
To fulfill this goal, we need multiple cameras and build a camera
sensor network to monitor the environment around the door, sitting
room and bedroom. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the smart home and
the location where the cameras are installed. They work together to
provide the home security.

4. Smart video analytics

Smart video analytics include several key techniques: fore-
ground segmentation, object detection and tracking, person iden-
tification and behavior analysis. The academic contributions of this
paper mainly include foreground segmentation, object detection
and behavior analysis. Thus, we will discuss the details of these
algorithms in the following paragraphs.

4.1. History pattern based foreground segmentation

Efficient and effective foreground segmentation plays an
important role in smart video analysis. Conventional method uses
mixture of Gaussian model (GMM). However, GMM is sensitive to
sudden illumination change which is a great challenge for indoor
scene analysis because closing/opening the door and opening/
closing the window will cause obvious illumination change.

Considering efficiency, frame-differencing is adopted. But sin-
gle frame-differencing is sensitive to noise and sudden illumina-
tion change. In this paper, we propose history energy change
based frame-differencing method for fast foreground segmenta-
tion. We should mention that the frame-differencing is used as the
initial step for history pattern based foreground segmentation. But
we do not claim it as our contribution. If the history energy change
is less than a threshold T which is set empirically, the pixel will be
considered as background and vice versa. In mathematics, the
history energy change based foreground segmentation is deter-
mined by

Btðx; yÞ ¼
1; ∑

L

i ¼ 0
IDt� iðx; yÞoT

0; ∑
L

i ¼ 0
IDt� iðx; yÞZT

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð1Þ

where IDtðx; yÞ ¼ jItðx; yÞ� It�1ðx; yÞj means the energy change from
single frame-differencing (Iðx; yÞ is the gray value of the pixel (x,y)).
L is the interval of history frames. For the pixel (x,y), if
∑L

i ¼ 0IDt� i x; yð ÞoT , the corresponding background will be
replaced with the current pixel, otherwise it belongs to the
foreground. It should be clarified that if the illumination change
is too strong (e.g., turning on/off a light suddenly.), the proposed
method may also fail in such a situation.

History energy change can reduce the effect of illumination
change in home environment. But in practice, if a person stands
still, he will be merged into the background soon. To solve this
problem, we propose the history of moving pattern based fore-
ground segmentation. We define an object model for each seg-
mented object. The following is the description of the object
model:

� Object ID: This is a unique number which identifies a specific
object.

Fig. 1. ISEE Smart Home system: system architecture and algorithm pipeline for smart video analysis.
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� Time: Time at which the object is moving.
� Location: It records the spatial location of the moving object.
� State: It records whether the object is moving or standing still.

If an object from the previous foreground segmentation becomes
stationary, the information from the object model can give feedback
to the system and the corresponding foreground objects can be still
maintained. Thus the moving object will be reliably segmented even
when the object becomes stationary or standing still. It is very useful
in practice especially in home environment. So the main contribution
of foreground segmentation is that we develop a new reliable and
very efficient history pattern based approach that can be well
suitable to home scene. We will show in the Experiment section
that our history pattern based foreground segmentation is very
effective and efficient for smart home video analysis in practice. It
also provides good initialization for the following fast people
detection.

4.2. Fast people detection

After we get the coarse foreground, now we move to the
problem of accurate people detection. To this end, we combine
exact cutting and frame-differencing together to get more precise
detection. Then the scene structure is considered to reduce the
search space and finally a cascade classifier is learnt for people
detection.

4.2.1. Exact cutting based ROI generation
The operation procedure of the exact cutting based ROI gen-

eration method is shown in Fig. 3. It mainly contains two parts. In
the X coordinate cutting phase, we project the foreground onto the
X coordinate and find the local optimum point (LOP) as the X
coordinate cutting point. The local optimum points can be
searched as follows:

LOPðxÞ ¼
1 if hmaxðprevÞ�hminðxÞ4Troi

and hmaxðnextÞ�hminðxÞ4Troi

0 otherwise

8><
>:

ð2Þ

where hmax denotes the value of all local maximum points in the
X coordinate projection and hmin denotes the value of all local
minimum points. When the difference between a minimum point
and the adjacent maximum points is larger than the threshold Troi,
we add the minimum point into the candidate cutting points. Troi is
determined by the adjacent maximum hmax (in this paper, we set
Troi ¼ 0:5hmax). Strictly speaking, hmax is scene dependent. But in
our system, the cameras as shown in Fig. 2 are all installed at similar
height and similar camera angle. So we set the threshold to

a constant for all the cameras but of course it needs manually tuning
when initializing the system. To avoid the effect of noise, we select all
points which meet the constraint as the X coordinate cutting points.
As shown in Fig. 3(d), the X coordinate cutting step can separate
nearby pedestrians away from each other effectively. Due to light and
shadow, the ROI generated from X coordinate cutting is always much
larger than the actual size of pedestrian. To solve this problem,
Y coordinate projection is applied to projet segmented foreground
onto Y coordinate and choose regions where the projections are larger
than the threshold as the final ROI. As shown in Fig. 3(f), the exact
cutting based ROI generation method can generate more accurate ROI
for group pedestrians. It obviously benefits efficient crowded people
detection. Because it reduce the spatial search space effectively. We
notice the similar projection procedure has been applied in [52], but
our method is different from [52]. First, the motivation is different.
This paper applies cutting based method for group people separation
while [52] aims simple foreground region detection. Second, the
computation methodology is different, this paper makes use of local
search for separation point while [52] applies the projection histogram
as global 2D shape representation. Moreover, we should mention that
the proposed cutting based ROI generation method does not take
occlusion into consideration explicitly. Thus, if the cutting point is
occluded (by group people or other stuff), the proposed method may
fail. Otherwise, it should work effectively.

4.2.2. Scene structure based people detection
To further improve the efficiency of people detection, we need to

take the scene structure into account. The existing visual surveillance
system is usually based on the static camera, and the height of people
obeys certain distributions according to the distances from camera.
Inspired by this, we propose a scene structure based subwindow
search strategy to reduce the search space. In the learning phase, we
need to model the height distribution for a fixed region. As shown in
Fig. 4, we divide the scene into N�N subregions to accurately model
the height distribution. N is chosen according to the depth of field. In
the corridor scene, N can be set to a large number to fit the large
variation of height. By contrast, 2�2 subregions are enough for the
home or the office scene. In the proposed system, we assume that
the distribution of height in a fixed subregion is a Gaussian distribu-
tion, and learn the parameters of each distribution using the
detection results of the first 200 frames. More specifically, we can
estimate the height of the people at certain image region with the
learned scene structure model and guide the subwindow search at
certain scales, avoiding from dense scale search which is computa-
tion intensive. The scene structure based subwindow search
obviously reduces the search space for single-pedestrian ROI. At the
same time, it may produce miss-detection for crowded people

Fig. 2. This figure shows the layout of the smart home and the location of the installed camera network.
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detection. To solve this problem, an aspect ratio based classifier is
supplied to classify ROI as single or crowded pedestrian. For the
crowded pedestrian ROI, traditional sliding window search method is
used to avoid miss-detection.

4.2.3. Cascade people detector
As for feature description, we use the variable sized HoG feature

from [33]. Instead of using a single scale block, the block size was
chosen from 12�12 to 64�128 for a detection subwindow, and the
aspect ratio of block could be ð1 : 1Þ, ð1 : 2Þ and ð2 : 1Þ. Integral

histogram is used for fast computation. AdaBoost algorithm [53] is
adopted and weighted Fisher Linear Discriminant (WFLD) is used as
weak classifier. To further speedup the detection, cascade structured
classifier [30] is introduced to reject background quickly.

4.3. Behavior analysis

It is the core task to analyze the behaviors in the system.
As known that STIP based method [40] is sensitive to outliers.
In this paper, we propose an approach to select the stable STIPs for
action recognition in the realistic scene. A statistical graph reflecting

Traditional Method

X coordinate projection

X Cutting

Y coordinate projection

Y Cutting

The Proposed Method

Fig. 3. The operation procedure of the exact cutting based ROI generation.

DetectionScene Learning Module

Update

Fig. 4. The operation procedure of scene structure based subwindow search strategy.
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the spatio-temporal distribution of STIPs in their neighboring region
is firstly learnt for each action class. The stability of a STIP is the
degree of its context fitting the graph, and, accordingly, we use the
stable STIPs to construct BoW representation for the final action
recognition. Intuitively, stable STIPs correspond to the STIPs occurring
on human body, while the unstable STIPs correspond to the ones
resulted from background, camera motion, illumination, etc. Our
method has 4 steps, i.e., STIP detection and description, concurrence
relationship graph construction, STIP selection, and BoW generation.

4.3.1. STIP detection and description
In this paper, we apply Harris3DþHoGþHoF [54] to detect and

describe STIPs in a video clip. As the STIP detection only depends
on the information of local spatio-temporal changes, the detected
STIPs are not stable to represent human actions with large
variations in videos.

4.3.2. Concurrence relationship graph construction
With the detected STIPs and the corresponding local descrip-

tors, k-means is applied to produce the codebook for each action
class. We learn the codebook separately for each category with the
purpose of more distinctiveness. Of course, we can learn only one
codebook for all categories as usual for simplicity, we also test it in
our experiment and the performance is slightly worse as expected.
Then, k-NN is used to decide the label of each STIP. Finally, each
STIP can be described as pi ¼ 〈xi; yi; ti; li〉, where 〈x; y〉 is the spatial
position of the point, t records the frame number in the video, and
l is the corresponding label of visual code. Thus, a video clip can be
described as a histogram of STIPs.

To select the stable local STIPs, we make use of the context
information of STIPs. This paper assumes that a STIP should have a
stable occurrence relationship with its neighboring STIPs. For
example, in the action of “shootball”, a STIP corresponding to
“wrist bending” usually has neighboring STIPs corresponding to
“elbow bending” and “ball throwing”. To build the context rela-
tionship, we build a graph where each vertex denotes a code in the
learnt codebook and the edges denote the concurrence relation-
ships between the codes. Fig. 5(a) shows the relationship from
Vi to the other visual codes 〈V1;V2;…;Vn〉.

The edge value is decided by the concurrence strength of the
two visual codes. To calculate the concurrence strength of Vi to the
other vertices, we firstly select all STIPs with l¼ i in the training
clips of the action class. Then, for one STIP pi shown in Fig. 5(b), we
select the n nearest STIPs in spatio-temporal space. The distance
between two points piðxi; yi; tiÞ and pjðxj; yj; tjÞ is measured by
Euclidean distance in the spatio-temporal coordinates ðx; y; tÞ:

Dij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dsij2þλdtij2

q
ð3Þ

where

dsij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi�xjÞ2þðyi�yjÞ2

q
ð4Þ

dtij ¼ jti�tjj ð5Þ

and λ is a parameter to adjust the relative scale between space
(Unit: pixel) and time (Unit: frame). λ is determined by the
resolution of the video. In this paper, the resolution of video is
320�240. Assume that a man is 1.8 m tall, he corresponds to
about 70 pixels in height in the video. Thus, one meter in real
world corresponds to about 40 pixels in the video. We suppose
that the human motion velocity is 1 m/s. The frame rate is 25
frames per second, indicating that one meter in temporal scale
corresponds to about 25 pixels. So λ can be determined by

λ ðUnit : pixel=frameÞ ¼ Sspace
Stime

¼ N ðUnit : pixel=meterÞ
F ðUnit : frame=secondÞ
V ðUnit : meter=secondÞ

ð6Þ

where Sspace denotes the space scale and Stime means the temporal
scale. N is the value of how many pixels in the video for one meter
in the real world, F is the frame rate and V is the human motion
velocity.

For each STIP with l¼ i, a k dimensional vector 〈n1;n2;…;nk〉 is
obtained, where nj is the number of neighboring STIPs with l¼ j.
After accumulating the vectors of all STIPs with l¼ i, a neighbor
distribution histogram, Ei ¼ 〈ei1; ei2;…; eik〉 is finally obtained,
where eij is the concurrence strength from Vi to Vj. We repeat
the procedure through all codes, and a concurrence relationship
graph is finally generated.

Fig. 5(b) illustrates that concurrence relationship in this paper
is not a symmetric relation due to the maximum number con-
straint of the nearest neighboring STIPs. So there are two directed
edges with different values between two vertices. In this paper,
the maximum number of neighboring STIPs is set to 10. To
enhance the discrimination of the concurrence relationship graph,
we calculate a graph for each action class.

4.3.3. STIP selection
The concurrence relationship graph describes the neighboring

distribution of STIPs. We believe a useful local feature should
follow a certain distribution in its context. Thus we use the
concurrence relationship graph to measure whether a STIP
pi ¼ 〈xi; yi; ti; li〉 is a noisy feature or not. Firstly, we find the nearest
n neighboring STIPs 〈pi1; pi2;…; pin〉 of pi, and their corresponding
labels 〈li1; li2;…; lin〉. Then, for each neighboring STIP, we find the
corresponding edge value in the concurrence relationship graph.
Because the edge value represents the strength of concurrence
relationship between two codes, the sum of the edge values of all
neighboring STIPs denotes the strength of centered STIP fitting its
context for a certain action. Thus, if the sum value is smaller than a
certain threshold, the STIP can be regarded as an unstable feature.
We should mention that the concurrence of STIPs does not mean
similarity, e.g., STIPs occurring on hand and elbow are always
a concurrence, but their descriptors may vary a lot. Here, we use
stability index di to describe the point's degree of being a stable
point:

di ¼
1
n

∑
n

j ¼ 1
eli lj ð7Þ

where li is the code label of pi, and elilj is the edge value from Vli to
Vlj . The larger the di is, the higher the probability of pi being a
stable STIP. If di is smaller than a threshold T, pi will be removed.

4.3.4. BoW generation and SVM classification
The neighbor relationship of one action is different from that of

another action. Thus, for C action categories, we learn C codebook
〈B1;B2;…;BC 〉 and C corresponding graphs 〈G1;G2;…;GC 〉. Given a
video clip, we select STIPs with different concurrence relationship
graphs of C classes, separately. For example, for Bi and Gi of the i-th
action, we firstly label all STIPs in the video clip by hard voting
with Bi and remove the unstable STIPs with the concurrence
relationship graph Gi. Then we get a BoW feature Hi with the
selected STIPs. Analogously, we can get C BoW features, i.e., a
histogram series

H¼ 〈H1;H2;…;HC 〉 ð8Þ
is generated as the final feature vector by concatenating C
histograms in a fixed order.

We employ a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [55]
for action classification. RBF kernel, which is commonly used in
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behavior analysis,

Kðu; vÞ ¼ expð�γnju�vj2Þ ð9Þ
is used in our work. The parameters about the cost term and
kernel bandwidth are optimized using a greedy search with a 5-
fold cross-validation on the training data.

4.4. Decision maker

As the types of abnormal behaviors vary a lot, the system
makes the final decision through a hierarchical analytic structure
as shown in Fig. 6. Some behaviors described in Section 1 can be
easily inferred by simple trajectory analysis, i.e., baby picks up and
moves the dangerous objects, somebody opens the drawer, and
the sick people asks for help. In the current system, the objects of
interest such as dangerous objects and the drawer are manually
defined when installing the system. So we can analyze the
trajectory of moving people to find whether it touches the objects
of interest. Similar rule has been applied to asking for help. In the
system, we define a asking-for-help as illustrated in Fig. 8: the
person rises up and waves hand. But some other abnormal
behaviors such as fall, fighting and abusing children require more
complex model described above to further examine. Moreover,
some house owner may employ house keeper or nursing staff to
take care of the elderly and the children. If some abnormal
behaviors (e.g., fall) occur, they would like the system that can
detect whether the house keeper or the nursing staff provides the
necessary assistance. To fulfill this goal, we need perform addi-
tional trajectory analysis of the nursing staff. For an example, if the
elderly falls down and the system finds that there is no nursing
staff coming to the elderly, it will make an alert. Through the
hierarchical structure analysis, the system can make a meaningful
description and instant decision about what is happening.

4.5. Others

Once the moving object detected, Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT)
tracker [56] is applied to track the object. Major color spectrum
histogram (MCSH) [57] is used for people identification. The
number of major colors is set to 10. To introduce the spatial
information, we partition the image into 1�3 blocks. Moreover,
the height of people is used as a cue for people identification and
the height is normalized by the height of the video frame. Each
day after the house owner leaves home for work, any people
entering the sitting room will be cooperatively checked by face
recognition. (Note: we only use it for registering a person's MSCH
model by cooperatively face recognition.) Then the system checks
the MCSH model for that person in the database. If there is no
match, the system will automatically add a new template for that

person. We should mention that face recognition can only play an
auxiliary role in person identification during daytime because
camera may not capture the frontal face during daily activity.

5. Event video database

The event video database engine (EVDE) provides the data
management service which makes video retrieval and video
synopsis feasible. SQL Server is used in the system and it supports
the storing and indexing the event video data. With the support
from EVDE, smart video analysis based retrieval and synopsis
becomes possible and scalable. The EVDE supports the following
services: browsing, video retrieval and video synopsis. Video
retrieval mainly focuses on abnormal event pooled from SVAE
and video synopsis is about any moving object's daily activity.

Fig. 5. (a) N vertices, which correspond to N visual words; (b) the distribution of neighbors of points pi and pj in spatio-temporal space.

Fig. 6. A hierarchical analytic structure for decision making. For those simple
abnormal behaviors such as housekeeper picks up something and takes away, baby
moves something that cannot be touched by children, trajectory analysis combined
with predefined rules is sufficient for decision making. For the other complex
abnormal behavior, such as fall and fighting, we need a complex model described
above to analyze them.
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To manage these video data, we need to define an event data
model. The event data model contains the following entities:

� Event type: For abnormal behavior, it records the specific
abnormal event type e.g., fall, fighting, others will be defined
as “normal”.

� Event ID: It is a unique number that identifies a specific event.
� Event start time: Time at which the event begins.
� Event duration: It records the duration of the event.

5.1. Smart video analysis based video retrieval

During daytime, SVAE analyzes the video and saves the
abnormal event into database. EVDE allows a user to search
through the database using the following types of queries:

� Search by event type: A user inputs an event type and the
system returns the related event results.

� Search within defined time interval: A user can specify the time
interval and the system retrieves all the events occurred during
that interval.

All the search results are displayed in thumbnails and for each
result the recorded event video can be instantly played back.

5.2. Video synopsis with tracking

Besides the abnormal behavior, the house owner usually like to
know what has happened during daytime. In the system, we
propose an object based video synopsis with tracking. A user can
also specify the time interval from which the video synopsis is
generated. Moreover, the synopsis is also an index into the original
video by pointing to the original time of each activity. We follow
the basic idea from [58] except the object tracking based video
segment generation. For each detected object, its starting time and
duration are recorded. If the duration is too long, we divide a long
video segment into several segments which makes video synopsis

Fig. 7. Some examples of CASIA pedestrian database.

Fig. 8. Examples of the ISH abnormal event dataset, including fall-to-ground, abuse-baby (beat-baby), ask-for-help (suffering) and fighting.
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Fig. 9. Segmentation results. The first row shows that when a person does not move for a while, our history pattern based method can still reliably get the meaningful
foreground, while GMM method takes the upper body (the person keeps waving his feet all the time.) as background soon. At the bottom, we can find that GMM is sensitive
to sudden illumination change, producing false foreground segment.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results in terms of precision and recall. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this paper.)
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more flexible. Then a variant of Poisson Editing [59,58] is applied
to stitch the video segments.

6. Applications and experimental results

As mentioned previously, the proposed system is deployed in a
real home (see Fig. 2). The system is coupled with the real home
scene. Currently, there is no free academic and commercial smart
home system based on the video analysis. Moreover, it is also
difficult to find the exact tasks described in Section 1. Thus, it is
difficult for us to compare the system architecture with other
related systems. Instead, we install our system in the real home
scene and build new datasets to evaluate the individual feature of
the proposed system. In addition, the proposed system is novelly
developed for real application, so, to make a fair comparison, we
only compare with those representative methods adopted in real
application in the following experiments.

6.1. Datasets

The datasets used in the experiments include CASIA people
dataset for people detection and ISH dataset for behavior analysis.
In the experiment and application project, the computer is
equipped with an i7 CPU kernel and 8G memory.

6.1.1. CASIA people dataset
CASIA people database is collected by the Vs-star surveillance

system [60]. The database is collected from three different views:
frontal view, quarter view and low angle view. For the training
data, there are 3188 positive samples (64�128 pixels) and 2098
negative samples (320�240 pixels). There are 35 video clips
(about 2 h) for testing, and the resolution is 320�240. We use
2 video clips to test the efficiency of the proposed system in
different scene conditions. These two clips are collected from
home/office and elevator room. The CASIA people detection
database is challenging enough and suitable for testing algorithms
for smart home. Fig. 7 shows several examples.

6.1.2. ISH abnormal event dataset
It is unpractical to ask the elderly to perform falling to the

ground or other types of abnormal behaviors. Therefore, we
employ several young people to perform these abnormal beha-
viors. This dataset contains the following: fall-to-ground, abuse-
baby (beat-baby), ask-for-help (suffering) and entering the door by
force (i.e., fighting). We also collect some video clips from the web
and add them into the database. As the system is developed for
smart home surveillance, so the ability of abnormal event detec-
tion should be evaluated and thus 50 extra normal video clips are
included in the proposed dataset. Fig. 8 shows several examples of
the ISH dataset. Trajectory analysis is applied if we want to know
whether the nursing staff provides the necessary assistance. The
core problem is analyzing the aforementioned abnormal beha-
viors. Every category has 50 videos, the resolution is 320�240
pixels and the video is compressed via H.264 codec.

As most of the action representation methods have reported
their results in terms of action recognition or classification on
public benchmark dataset, so for the purpose of comparing our
method with other popular methods, we also make an experiment
of action classification on HMDB [61] which is currently the largest
realistic human action database. The sources of the videos are
diverse. Most of these videos are from movies, and a few from
public databases such as the Prelinger archive, YouTube and
Google videos. The dataset contains 6849 clips divided into 51
action categories, and each contains a minimum of 101 clips.

6.2. Foreground segmentation

We test our method on a video captured in the smart home.
Since GMM [23] is widely used in practical system, it is chosen as
the baseline. ViBe [62] is a recently proposed foreground segmen-
tation method which has been attracting more and more atten-
tion. This paper also make a comparison with ViBe. There are also
some other popular foreground segmentation methods such as
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [63] and codebook method [64].
But most of them are more computation intensive than GMM and
ViBe which are not suitable for our system, so we do not compare
themwith the system. To get a fair comparison, we do not perform
morphological operation. The history interval L is set to 20 in the
project.

Fig. 9 gives some qualitative results. We can find that our
method is more reliable for meaningful foreground segmentation
and robust to sudden illumination change. To more precisely
compare our method with GMM (the number of mixtures of
GMM is set to 3) and ViBe, we give the quantitative results on
a video with 800 frames in terms of precision and recall. The result

Table 3
Accuracy comparison of the performance among different methods. Our method
(OC) means the codebook is shared across all categories.

Method 10 actions (%) 51 actions (%)

Gist [65] – 13.4
Laptev et al. [54] 54.3 20.4
C2 [61] – 22.8
Action Bank [66] – 26.9
mcHMM [67] – 25.64
DescriptorFusion [68] – 27.0
ImprovedTrajectory [69] – 57.2
VLADCombined [70] – 52.1
Gist3DþHOG/HOF [71] – 29.2
Our method (OC) 78.5 50.6
Our method 79.3 51.2

Fig. 12. Comparison between the results of benchmark and our method on 10
categories. The vertical axis represents the recognition rate of different actions.

Table 2
Detection average time comparison. (1) Boosted Cascade denotes the method of
traditional Boosted Cascade [33]. (2) Boosted Cascade & ROI is the method which
combines Boosted Cascade and traditional frame-differencing ROI generation.
(3) Boosted Cascade & ROI & Speed-Up is the proposed system.

Test video Boosted
Cascade

Boosted
Cascade & ROI

Boosted Cascade & ROI
& Speed-Up

Single-pedestrian
video (ms)

120 30 22

Multi-pedestrian
video (ms)

300 118 57
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can be found in Fig. 10. As seen from Fig. 10, our method
significantly improves both precision and recall. Thus it proves
that our method is very suitable for home surveillance.

6.3. Fast human detection

6.3.1. Detection accuracy comparison
Traditional Boosted Cascade based method [33] is chosen as the

baseline method. For fair comparison, we implement two methods
which are exactly based on the same feature extraction and post-
processing method. In the training phase, we set the final false
alarm rate as 0.00005 and search scale ratio as 1.1. The minimum
detection rate is set to 99.75%, the maximum false alarm to be 60%
in each stage. In the ROI generation phase, we pad the ROI by 10
pixels to make sure that pedestrians are fully covered. As shown in
Fig. 11(a), the cascade classifier consists of 20 levels and the feature
sets consist of 5031 blocks with different ratios, sizes and loca-
tions. The results are shown in Fig. 11(b). The proposed system gets
a 95.38% detection rate, and the performance is almost the same
compared with the baseline at the same false alarm rate.

6.3.2. Detection efficiency comparison
To compare the efficiency of these methods under different

conditions, we test these methods on single-pedestrian and multi-
pedestrian video clips. The single-pedestrian video is a clip of 5025
frames collected in the office and home, there is at most one

pedestrian per frame. The multi-pedestrian video is a clip of 3780
frames collected in the elevator room and home, and there are
three pedestrians per frame on average.

To evaluate the contribution of each part for efficiency, we test
these three methods on the testing clips. Table 2 reports the
average detection speed. It shows that the baseline method can
obtain a real-time detection efficiency for single-pedestrian video.
However, with the increase in the number of pedestrians, the
detection speed is obviously decreased to 3 frames per second
(fps). With ROI generation, it improves the detection speed to be
3 times faster, and the detection speed for multi-pedestrian is
about 8 frames per second. But it is still not fast enough. With the
exact cutting and scene structure model, the proposed system
further improves the detection speed to about 17 fps for multi-
pedestrian clips. As we know, dense search across spatial and scale
space is the main factor that stops many object detection algo-
rithms from real time processing. Cutting ROI generation reduces
the spatial search space effectively and constrains the cascade
detector to a limited space. Scene structure model provides the
estimation of human height at certain image region, so that the
boosted cascade detector can only search at certain scales esti-
mated from scene structure model. (In our implementation, we
realize the sliding window search through resizing the model
template but not the image.) Therefore, combining cutting ROI
region generation and scene structure model can accelerate object
detection greatly and the experimental results also verify its
effectiveness.

Fig. 13. The result of STIPs selection of one video clip in “fighting”. The first line shows the distribution of original STIPs, the second row is the distribution of the selected
STIPs with the graph of “fighting”. We can find that our method can select the most stable local feature points.

Fig. 14. The system interface showing different camera views available in the system. The analytic logs will be printed at the bottom of the interface. The recorded
information includes scene ID, event ID, and event start time.
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6.4. Behavior analysis

6.4.1. Experimental setting
We do not separate the dataset by scenes, and the assignment

of training data and test data on the ISH dataset is as follows: the
randomly sampled 60% video clips in one category as training data,
and the rest clips as test data. The codebook size is set to 40 and
the maximum number of nearest STIPs is set to 10. Only 10 edges
with higher value from one vertex are preserved. In this paper, we
empirically set the threshold of stability index to 0.2. The experi-
ments are performed five folds and the final average accuracy is
reported.

For the HMDB dataset, as each category contains a minimum of
101 clips. Following the benchmark systems on the HMDB dataset,
70 video clips are used as training samples, and the others as
testing samples. The concurrence relationship graphs are gener-
ated from the training data. As the data is more complex than the
ISH data, the codebook size is set to 50 for every action category,

and set the threshold of stability index to 0.2. The other para-
meters are the same as ISH dataset.

6.4.2. Experimental results
The detection rate of our method on the ISH dataset is 96.3%,

while the baseline method is 86.3%. Our method removes 44.2%
local features. The average false alarm rate on the ISH dataset is
2.5% which is low enough for real application, and the false alarm
rate of the baseline method without the proposed feature selec-
tion is 10.2%. We also perform an additional experiment with only
the same codebook learnt from all the ISH datasets. The detection
rate drops from 96.3% to 94.7% and it removes 41.3% local features.
The false alarm rate is 2.6% with the same codebook. The results
verify that the motivation of the method is reasonable and our
method is effective.

The stabilized videos of HMDB are used in our experiment.
We firstly select 10 categories from 51 action categories for a

Fig. 15. This figure shows the result of video synopsis.

Fig. 16. This figure shows an example of event retrieval. The user inputs a query keyword, he can also specify the time interval, and the systemwill return the relevant event
video. Double press the item, a new dialog box displaying the event thumbnail will pop up.
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preliminary verification. The 10 action categories include “shoot
ball”, “ride bike”, “ride horse”, “dive”, “fencing”, “golf”, “pullup”,
“pushup”, “climb”, and “walk”. Fig. 12 shows the results. We find
that the performance of our method is much better than the
benchmark method. Then we test our method on the whole
dataset with 51 action categories. Table 3 shows the average
recognition rates of different methods. The result illustrates that
our method can improve the performance greatly. About 55% of
STIPs on average are removed by our method.

The results on the two datasets demonstrate that our method
can effectively improve the recognition rate on the realistic
dataset. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of original STIPs and the
STIPs selected by our models on a video clip of fighting. We can
find that most of the unstable STIPs are removed by the corre-
sponding graph model.

6.5. Video retrieval, synopsis

We now demonstrate the running interface and results of video
retrieval and synopsis. Fig. 14 is the system interface. Four
channels of camera are running simultaneously. If an abnormal
behavior is detected, the corresponding text description including
event ID, time, scene ID will be printed in the box. Meanwhile, the
corresponding event video is saved into the database. If a mobile
phone number is given, the system will send a SMS about the
event to the phone, so does the email. People also can access the
real time video through Internet. Fig. 15 shows the result of video
synopsis. Fig. 16 shows the interface displaying the results of video
retrieval. A user can specify the time interval.

7. Conclusions

This paper has presented a systematical architecture and
algorithm pipeline for intelligent video analysis for smart home.
The academic contributions of this paper are fourfolds: (1) we
firstly completely describe the system architecture and algorithm
pipeline for smart video analysis which is useful especially in
practice. (2) We have proposed a novel foreground segmentation
algorithm based on the history pattern. This method is very
suitable for indoor scene and robust to sudden illumination
change. (3) An exact cutting based ROI generation and scene
structure modeling method has been presented so that the
computation complexity of people detection is largely reduced.
(4) A robust behavior representation model by constructing the
concurrence relationship graphs of visual words with context
information has been developed and shows impressive improve-
ment over previous methods. Currently the system mainly focuses
on smart video analysis for home security, in our future work, we
will investigate other types of sensors such as pressure sensor and
infrared sensor to build a more smart system not only about home
security but also about energy efficiency and home comfort.
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